WHAT’S NEW?
While some exhibits are temporarily closed, we hope you’ll explore these new educational activities and exhibits designed with hands-free fun in mind!

1. da Vinci
   An exploration of the famous inventor, Leonardo da Vinci’s designs, inventions, and art, with models and sketches for inventions from the odometer to ornithopter (flying machine)!

2. Nature’s Ninjas
   Presented by Pathfinder Bank, this exhibit offers some of the most incredible defense adaptations in the animal kingdom with live animals and demonstrations!

3. Rocket Design Mission
   An individual ‘mission’ available for pickup in the Flight & Space exhibit. Explore the aircraft throughout the exhibit for rocket design inspiration!

4. COVID: A CORONAVIRUS
   New addition to our Life Science exhibit that explores the coronavirus, vaccination, and other timely topics!

5. Sensory Space Walk
   Presented by Visions Federal Credit Union, a brand new space-themed sensory pathway just outside the Silverman Planetarium! This area is particularly suited for small children or those with sensory processing issues.

For the best museum experience and to ensure public health protocols, FOLLOW THE SUGGESTED PATH
Look for the Yellow Path Arrows on the Museum Map and Floor!

Hand Sanitization Stations are conveniently placed along the route, along with new educational exhibits and activities for all ages.

When you have finished, head back to your favorite exhibit for more exploration, or head to the Science Shop and pick up a MAKE & TAKE box for a hands-on museum experience at home!

6. MAKE & TAKE
   MAKE is a fun workshop space for children that encourages creation using various materials. Due to COVID-19, we can’t offer crafts in our MAKE station, but we can give you all the tools to create at home!

GUEST EXPECTATIONS
We all need to do our part for our communal wellness

- Adults to wear masks by NYS Executive Order
- Children over 2 required to wear masks particularly when social distancing cannot be maintained
- Children under 2 are optional but encouraged to wear masks

Wash hands frequently
Look for Sanitation Stations throughout the Museum
Maintain social distancing

We encourage families to take a mask break outside if they choose to do so as admission is good all day.